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INTENSE SUFFERING REPORTED INSURGENTS

T

Members of, Pressmen Locked Out Be Paulhan Demonstrated This
cause of Apparently UnParliament Are Being
Yesterday in Remarkable
reasonable Demand
Voted for
Flight at Los Angeles

Seventy-Fou-

r

INTRACTABLE! BtlLMS

AGITATED STRIKE

MAY

SPREAD FURTHER

LAST

DAY

OF

AVIATION

WEEK

Have No Idea of Walking Into' Son of William Waldorf Astor Publishers Had Granted Demand Today's Stunt Is to Eclipse YesPankey Appointed Mem- Five Deaths Due to the Storm
for Seven Hour Day and
One of Unionist Can
terday's Marvelous Feat of
Trap on Ballinger-Pincho- t
in Nation's Great
ber of Cattle Sanitary
Increased
Aviator.
didates.
Pay.
Controversy.
Metropolis.
Board.

New York, Jan. 13. New York,
Curry before leaving for
Washineton. D. C last evening, ap Pennsylvania and New Jersey have
Santa
pointed B. F. Pankey of Lamy,territoridisappeared in snow. After a brief
'Fe county, a member of the
let-u- p
during the night, the storm
al cattle sanitary board to succeed
which
struck this section yesterday
on January 31, Cole Railston, resignwith violence
early this
'.
resumed
ed.
of the
Saloon is to Blame.
an
increase
"With
morning.
Captain Fred Fornoff who went to storm's force came a fall in temper
Corona to investigate several shootature and high winds, which piled the
ing scrapes including the killing of
found
snow in huge drifts. Through trains
S.
W.
McAdams,
Deputy Sheriff
that the affrays had nothing to do on all roads, particularly from the
with each other and were independent north stalled in some mountain of
outbreaks, similar to that which re snow began to come in during the
suited in the killing in the same morning. The snow, wind and cold
cause intense suffering in
place not so long ago of a cattleman combined to
Five deaths
and
Clark
which
vicinity.
this
city
and
for
Jap
named Chase
is serving a sentence in the peniten- due to the storm were recorded up to
of
tiary. Cautain Fornoff says that all this morning, with a long chapter
as
written
reports
be
can
casualties
traced!
being
these shooting scrapes
A
back to one saloon in the communi- from suburban points came in. to
up
York
rendezNew
in
snow
City
made
of
foot
the,
ty which has been
vous of desperate characters and who the resumption of the storm and six
when full of drink do not hesitate to teeh inches were reported in Pennsyl
use the gun freely. He says that the vania.
e
Flood Danger Past.
preliminary hearing of the Cambell-it- "
St. Louis, Jan. 15. All danger of
minister Trapp and his two sons
for the killing of McAdams will take further flood damage is now apparent
the Missis
place before Judge M. C. Mechem at ly nassed. The gauge of
at nine20.
stood
on
this
river
morning
January
sippi
Alamogordo
teen feet, a fall of more than twelve
Made Records in Disposing of
feet in thirty hours. Little ice is
Licenses.
reGable
P.
now running.
Game "Warden Thoma3
ports thi V Fred W. Fischer of Albuquerque, disposed of the most gaming
Governor

.
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FIRST ROUND III

BILL

Chairman E. L. Hamilton Puts
Congress Does Not Want to High Winds Piling Up Huge
It Up to House of Re
Drifts in New York and
Be Bothered with Territopresentatives
Pennsylvania
rial Demands
TAX

nil
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licenses during the past year and
that Probate Clerk E. G. Twitty of
Uaton stood second in that regard.

LiPHERE SMS

London, Jan.

15.
The
Washington, D. C ..Jan.
bill
statehood
New Mexico-Arizon- a
was reported to the House today by
Chairman E. L. Hamilton of the committee on territories. It was not taken
up.
Insurgents Still Intractable.

15.

The first round in

the general elections was fought toconstituencies, re
day in sixty-sir
members of Par
seventy-fouturning
liament. In 19U6, these returned for
Liberal, seventeen Unionists
That
15.
That
D.
Jan.
and
eight Labor candidates.
C,
Washington,
the Republican insurgents of the today':; polling will show considerable
House insist upon having a complete of a change is generally conceded.
guarantee in advance in regard to the Everything favored heavy balloting
and party workers made every effort
Republican caucus on the Ballinger-Pinchinvestigation in order not to to bring out voters early. Interest
walk unwittingly into ambush, was in today's elections centers at Manmade apparant today by the attitude chester and vicinity, a district hereof the insurgents. "Did you read all tofore loyal to free trade.
Alordo Astor, son of William Walthree of the statements issued last
dorf
Astor, and Sir Henry Mortimer
night?" inquired one of them. "If you
dif- Durand, formerly ambassador to the
are
all
noticed
must
have
did, you
ferent." "We have got to see the United States, made an up hill contest
where they were faced
at
perspective before we zo into the cau- withPlymouth
liberal majority of
a
former
cus. We have to know the program in
more
than
21,000.
Taft's
President
its minutest detail.
British Bragadacio.
statement was brief and did not go
Jan. 15. David Lloyd
London,
well
was
It
very far in explanation.
his campaign with
in
closing
George
it did not. for the details would show a
this afternoon, referring to
speech
on
that the regulars have surrendered
the invincibility of the British navy,
every point of the limited agreement declared: "If the German fleet in a
that has been reached."
moment of madness ever attacked
Representative Norris of Nebraska, Great Britain it would be at the bot"I
one of the insurgent leaders said:
tom of the German ocean in a very
have nothing to say on the subject of few hours."
t
insurgency, excepting that the
and
the
of
of agreement
regulars
insurgents given out by John Dwight
is a joke." Mr. Norris was referring WILL SIDDY
to a statement issued yesterday by
the Republican "whip of the House."
New Statehood Bill Printed.
PUEBLO
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Jan. lo. Tne statenooa
bill for New Mexico and Arizona as
reported favorably to. the House today New Policy May be Determin
bv Chairman E. L. Hamilton ot tne
ed Upon as a Result of
committee on territories appears new
of
all
the
with
changes
ly printed
Investigation.
x

e
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state,-men-
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Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 15. Paul-ha- n
Denver, Colo., Jan. 15. For the
is feeling the strain attending his
first time in its history, Denver breakspectacular
performances in the avia- fasted today without Us usual mornfield.
He appeared haggard today
lion
ing papers. The cause was a difficul- ' and when told that the aviation com
ty between publishers and the local mittee is considering the extension of
pressmen's union, which reached its the meeting until January 21th, Paul-haclimax yesterday. The demands of the
immediately objected, saying that
local union were originally for a sev- j he could not possibly keep us his
en instead of an eight hour day, an work another week. The project was
increase of a dollar a day for the then abandoned.
A cloudy sky and
members of the craft and their assist- wind greeted the aviators this mornants, the changes to date from March ing. Paulhan looked hopefully at the
1st, when the old scale expired. These skv and said he would not mind a lit- conditions were agreed to but before Kle storm for then he could rest. Nev
final adjustment was made, the press- ertheless, he is preparing for the
men demanded that they be granted flight to the Echo mountains, back of
time and a half for the extra hour Pasadena, when the weather permits.
they work under the new scale since This would necessitate a flight of aplast March. As this meant nearly proximate fifty miles over Los Angetwenty thousand dollars of back pay les, and would pale yesterday's perto the Times, Post, News and Repub- formance, when he flew out to the harlican, the papers affected, the publish- bor of San Pedro, over the fortificaers refused and the lockout followed. tions Ihere and returned. He passed
The conference between the publish over the big guns on Palos Verve hills
ers and representatives of the press at a height of nine hundred feet. And
men continued until a late hour and when it was realized he could have
adjourned until today without settle- thrown three or four hundred pounds
ment. It is intimated that if an ad- of explosives down among them, a
justment is not speedily reached, the hint of future fears mingled with the
trouble may involve other papers of pleasure of spectators. "Will the aerothe state.
plane be effective in war?" "They are
now!" said Paulhan.
POSTAL AGAIN MAKES
VIGOROUS DENIAL.
n

IS

No Intention Whatever to Merge With
Bell Telephone or Western

BOARD

Union.
Church Incorporates.
OF TRAD E
DRUNK
First Methodist Episcopal
The
HE
15. An
New
Jan.
York.
article,
rhurch of Belen, Valencia county, in
dated New York, has appeared in
corporated today by filing papers in
this mornings papers with reference
the office of Territorial becretary
A Splendid Financial Show
to a petition filed by
Him
With
Was
So
govalso
is
Negress
acting
Nathan Jaffa, who
Adams to chance the name of the local
ing Is Made for Year
ernor during the absence of Governor Murder and Arson
and
New
in
Postal
Company
Telegraph
incorThe
Just Past
Curry from the Territory.
York state. The facts in the case are
v Resulted
made in committee,'
Delegate
porators and trustees are :, Guy Cox.
be
is
denied,
distorted and the story
drews and the other friends of slateBert M. Scobee, John S. Berkey, Asa
hood after watching the proceedings TASK
POTTER cause of its falsity.
Collier, Thomas J. Owens, William
THOMAS NEW PRESIDENT
ASSIGJJED1R.
The Postal people vigorouly deny
Alice CONFESSION
DE PUBLIC in the House closely for two hours,
M. Berger, Mary E. Berger,
SutL.
statement
in
that
the
bills
truth
the
Minnie
having
any
not wishing to displace
Campbell, Lula Scobee,
ter, Ollie .Collier, Mattie Cash, Sarah
prior reports decided to let the bill Recognized That Special. Pro change of name of the Postal Tele Debt on Public
Library Is Now
graph-Cabl- e
Company to
Berkey, Florence Kroenig.
Slayer of Belle Gunness and Her go over until Mondayoffor action.
blems Must Be Solved in
has
Filed Tax Suits.
Paid
in
Date
No
Inauguration.
any
Energy of
Company
Through
Telegraph
Change
Children Tells His
New Mexico.
connection with any plan for a merDistrict Attorney E. F. Abbott
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. The
Members.
Story.
the
ger with the Bell Telephone Company
brought suit in the district court lor
House today voted to
Santa Fe county on behalf of the Ter
resolution providing for a change of
W. R. R. Porter, chief of adminis or the Western Union Telegraph ComThe Woman's Board of Trade, SanTribune date for the presidential inauguration.
of
ritory against the persons, property,
Chicago, Jan. 15. The
in the Indian bureau, who has pany. They state that the changecom- ta Fe's famous civic organization,
tration
real estate, etc., ..described in tne ae this morning, under date of Mount This
name is solely to enable their
practically defeats the measure.
this week elected officers for the
been here the past few days received
linquent tax list for the year 1907. Pleasant. Iowa, nrints the story that
pany to transact its business in New
a telegram today transferring his ac York state in the name of the Postal present year, as follows: President,
Personal summons will be made in Rev. Dr. E. A. Schell, president of DRAMATIC CRITIC '
Mrs. Esther Thomas; first vice presiiach instance and those who want to the Iowa Wesleyan university, oroKe
TAKES HIS LIFE. tivity into a field of much conse Telegraph-Cabl- e
Company and they
second
dent, Mrs. Evelyn Crichton;
avoid sheriff's costs had better hustle his Ions silence yesterday and gave
Chicago! Jan. 15 Identification of quence to New Mexico, that of super ridicule the item which has been sent vice
Selig-maL.
Mrs.
James
these
before
taxes
president,
and settle for their
the Tribune the confession of Ray the body of the man found dead at
that
that
broadcast
the
over
country,
A. J.
of
the
schools
Mrs.
for
visor
vice
third
specific pur
president,
costs are incurred.
Lamphere, the murderer of Belle Gun the Breslow hotel at Biloxi, Miss.,
simple change has anything whatso- Fischer; treasurer, Miss Massie; rechar
and
the
of
studying
history
He also brought suit in the district ness and her children. Lamphere was made here today as that of Bar pose
ever to do with the telephone interMrs. Anita Chapcourt for Torrance county on behalf made a confession while in jail at rett Eastman, for years known to Chi- - acter of the Pueblo Indians so that ests or the Western Union interests. cording secretary,
secretary, Mrs.
man;
corresponding
of the Territory against the persons, La Forte, Indiana. In many respects cagoans, as a dramatic critic. A. t . Lilt; ttuuiimoii auuii ui xnuicin auau. The Postal people say that they have C. L. Bishon. The
president,
retiring
described
in
St.
confirms
the
etc.,
identireal
it
estate,
story published
property,
the father, made the
devise a special policy as regards been independent and will continue to Mrs. S. Spitz served the past two
Eastman,
may
the
Louis a dav or two ago. Lamphere fication from a photograph. All in
in the delinquent tax list for
their future, which is a pressing be independent and that they have years and under her able manageyear 1908 and will follow with a suit claims that the burning of the house dications at the Biloxi hotel were that
nothing to do with the telephone com- ment, the board paid off the debt on
adagainst the delinquent tax payers on was accidental, although he and the Eastman ended his life with poison question, especially in view of the
pany or the Western Union and don't its beautiful library building on
Santa- Fe county for 1908.
negress who accompanied him were and sought to prevent identification mission of New Mexico to statehood, propose to have.
Washington avenue. During the past
drunk at the time.
New Militia Company.
by destroying the papers he carried. lae status of the Pueblo as a citizen,
year, there were paid ?2,00t) on tne
A company of the. National Guard
a voter, a tax payer and owner of ex
debt and S20S interest. In addition
will be mustered in at Albuquerque
to this, there were expended $1,374.50
Cuervo
800
in
acres
which
he
land
of
tracts
may
tensive
ROOSEVELT
next week by Adjutant General R. A. Alamogordo,
for maintaining the plaza, taking care
cost
of
$500.
a
at
canon,
several
as
of
well
as
alienate
COOK
legally
Ford and Captain Brooks.
of Fairview cemetery, maintaining the
Superintendents Cannot Be Supply
executive reservations which can be
Committee Wants No Interference.
library, new books, for charity and
Agents.
A
allotted or leased. It is recognized
The following telegram sent by
other purposes which the Board has
Territorial Suijerintendent of Pub
BAG OF
made its domain. The receipts duradministration
Indian
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews
the
present
by
follow
out
the
to Governor Curry, indicates that the lie Instruction has sent
the year were $3,308.02. It is a
Pueblos differ in history, charthat
the
ing
committees on territories of Con- ing important circulars:
acter and environment from the tribal
magnificent showing that has been
and made and should be an incentive to
It has come to my at
Gentlemen:
gress are not in a mood to listen to
general poli- He Discusses Pugilists
Esti Indians and although the has
been aprepresentations from New Mexico tention that some of the county super His Former Secretary
the commercial organizations of the
in
Recent
cy of the Indian bureau
Prize Fights
town to get together and to do likeasking for changes in the statehood intendents of New Mexico have been
more or less to the Pueblos, the
Cleared
He
That
mates
plied
Letter
bill unless such representations come induced by certain agents of school
wise. Under the leadership of Mrs.
now seeks to determine, bebureau
$50,000
through the proper representative or suDDlies to act in the capacity of rep
fore it is too late, whether it has been
Thomas, it is certain that tne Womofficials of New Mexico:
an's Board of Trade has another sucresentatives for supply houses with a
wisely in this matter. There
acting
"Hon. Geo. Curry, Governor.
TONY
TO
disHE
WRITES
Indians
cessful year of great usefulness be
of
the
class
various
view to furnishing
is only one other
fore it.
"Your telegram in regard to Rev. tricts of the respective counties with REMAINED LOYAL UNTIL NOW that has thus far received
special
treatment from the hands of the In
E., McQueen Gray, president of the alleged needed helps. Since certain
dian office and that is the civilized Even in Africa He Maintains GUGGENHEIMS PURCHASE
University of New Mexico received. irregularities have been reported
Limit
to wherebv county
the
Reached
Has
Lonsdale
His aDnearance was unexpected
BIG MINING INTERESTS.
are
tribes of Indian Territory. It was
superintendents
Live Interest in Events
me. I did not see him until he ap- to receive commissions on sales of
Mexico, Jan. 15. It
Chihuahua,
His Credulity and
generally recognized too, that these
of
of Arena.
Indians differed in character from the
was announced here today that Amer
peared before the committee on ter- these supplies, I think it advisable to
Patience.
ritories or I would have posted him, call vour attention to Section 7, Chap
other tribal Indians to such a degree
ican Smelting and Refining Company,
not to say anything about the land ter 119. Laws of 1903, found on page
that snecial machinery was evolved
Buffalo, Jan. 15. Theodore Roose (Guggenheims),
has purchased the
CoDenhagen, Jan. 15. Walter Lons under the direction of a commission velt's consideration of old friends properties of the Potosk Minins Comquestion. There was also a party from 186 of the latest compilation of school
dale is the most recent of the former er of the civilized tribes, at present
Arizona trying to get a raise on land laws for our
Mining
his love of a fighter and a good pany and the Chiuhuahua
territory.
and employes of Dr. Fred Hon. .T. Georee Wright. The present and
associates
for that territory. No one seems to
in the Santa Eulalia district
Company
school
that
his
This
been
section
not
provides
by
have
changed
amount
the
of
of
land
to
admit distrust
erick A. Cook
realize the immense
administration of Indian affairs, is fight
for eight million dollars of gold. Both
these two bills carry and in these directors are required to consult with man whose claim to the discovery of keenly alive to local conditions as African trip, as a letter received by companies
are controlled by interests
of county the North Pole was
' days of conservation the minute you and solicit the
rejected by the thev affect the Indian problem and it "Tony" Gavin, a former Rough Rider, headed by Grand B. Schley of New
becomes
it
whenever
corresraise the land question it is a tender superitendents
University of Copenhagen. Lonsdale Is for that .reason that Mr. Porter's testifies. Gavin frequently
York and Dennis Sullivan of Denver.
fix was Dr. Cook's
private secretary and transfer has been ordered. It is the ponded with Colonel Roosevelt when
point and I had a very serious time necessary to purchase furniture,
is
to
very
etc.
Some
This provision
tures,
was President.
accompanied the explorer to the Uni wish of Commissioner Valentine and the latter
holding the three million acres
COUPLE CHARGED WITH
nav the territorial and the various proper since the county superintend ted States, made
dupli- Chief Supervisor
months ago, he wrote Roosevelt in
E. Prosser
DIAMOND ROBBERY.
an
TTe
was
know
what
to
suDDOsed
received the following
ent is
sup cates of the polar records and brought
county debts. It
recently of Santa Fe and well Afrt
Jan. 15. Deupty
Ft.
Worth.
Tex.,
move of the regents to send Mr. plies are most needed and what type the data here for the examination or remembered here, to handle Indian from Africa, on a safari: "Here is al
for El Paso for
left
Snow
Sheriff
John
an
to
has
I
could
increase
wish
get
of supplies are most serviceable; the University committee. He
affairs in New Mexico so as to con- flower for Alberta. I
Gray or to expect
of land for "the University."
furthermore, the county superintend remained loyal until now. He has not serve the best interests of the Pueb- have sent it with many returns on the purpose of arresting and bring"W. H. ANDREWS, Delegate." ent is required by law to give "consid- heard from Dr. Cook since the letter lo Indians and in pursuance of this her birthday. It was good to hear ing back Walter Knighton and wife,
a city in policy a special study has been or- from you. That must have been a: held there on advices from Fort
Aoolication for Water Rights.
eration to Itemized bills and the ap dated Decembemw 24th.' from
al dered of the history, conditions and rattling fight between Ketchel andj Worth. The couple are charged with
to
di
southern
reached
him,
Spain
appropriate proval of warrants submitted by
Applications for right
waters have been filed in the office of rectors covering all expenses of the though he has repeatedly wired Dr. environment of the Pueblos. That is Johnson. Johnson unquestionably is the theft of a $250 diamond from N. C.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul Dublic school and the county super Cook where he thoueht he could reach the task assigned Mr. Pcrter, who a first class fighter. I wonder if Jim Hall's jewelry store here.
'11 van as follows: No. 277, by Joseph intendent should be in touch with him. Lonsdale estimated Dr. Cook may make his headquarters at Santa Jeffries can get back into form. If he It Is allezed that Knighton is wantcleared fifty thousand dollars from the Fe, although his field work will take can it will be a tremendous battle ed at Dallas and Denver on similar
E. Wheeler, at a cost of 11,000.
'
exploitation of the Arctic reputation him out among the Pueblos.
when they meet."
charges.
(Continued on Paee Eight
, No, 278, by George W. Jernigan of
ji i. ,j
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Wheat

a MIL LMIU

Pansy
Bobolink
Alo VARIETY FRESH YFAST

Christina

linter 6rocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone

No. 40

J

SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Ap

'8

Goods.
MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

ssa ieMijmw&Mtmfjtim

FTT"R."RTE"R

Send for prices fcr tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
F- -

Rossetti.

n

GORMLEY

SANTA FE, N.

M.

General
Merchandise

Incorporated 1803.

SEUGIN

BELOW COST
A large assortment to select from
in all the latest styles & colors
THIS IS A IN OPPORTUNITY

1909."

THAT YOU SHOULD NOT MJSS

Cuticura Soap
Soothing, Cooling, Refreshing
for Tender Skins.
Because of its delicate, emollient,
sanative, antiseptic properties derived
from Cuticura, united with the purest
of saponaceous ingredients and most
refreshing of flower odors, Cuticura
Soap is unrivalled for cleansing, preserving and purifying the skin, scalp, hair
and hands, for dispelling itching, irritation and inflammation and preventing
clogging of the pores, the cause of many
disfiguring facial eruptions. All who
delight in a clear skin, soft, white hands,
a clean, wholesome scalp and live, glossy
hair, will find that Cuticura Soap realizes
every expectation.

1

to procure larger rooms for
holding
the meetings of the Board of Trade.
The meeting last night was
largely ai-tended and proved one ot the most
enthusiastic held in many moons.
Ctitlrnra Soap (25c ). Cuticura Ointment (50c)
Cuticura Resolvent (50c ). or in the form o!
That Bond Issue At the meeting and
Chocolate Coated Hills, 25c per vial ol 61)) are sold
t tne Board of Trade held last night throughout the world Potter Drue A ('hem Corp.
135 Columbus Ave. Boston. Mass
Hon. T. B. Catron, Attorney A. B. Sole Props
Cuticura Book, mailed free giving
treatment and cure ol skla affections.
descripttou.
Renehan and Frank Owen of the water
company were appointed a commirtep
to consult the attorneys of
j of three
Santa Fe
what can be done
ith that bond issue which has been
hanging like a cloud over Santa Fe
county.
Three Deaths at Albuquerque-M- rs.
X
X
Denver,
Colo., Jan. 15.
H. P. Mohn
Weather
I
X
New
forecast
for
at Hit.
nn
n.
m. d5c ui i years, bne was a
native of Crestline, Ohio, and is sur- - i Mexico: Partly cloudy tonight
vived by her husband and a son aged X and Sunday with local snow X
ir. north portion.
Jt
ten years. Mrs. Cynthia Lane, aeed
G6
died
years,
yesterday at Albuquer
WANTED Clean cotton rags. New
que wnere she has resided the past
thirty years. Eight sons and daugh- Mexican Printing Co.
ters survive her. Albert George,
The two story residence on Palace
aged
75 years, died
yesterday 'afternoon at avenue recently occupied by Colonel
the Santa Fe hospital. He was a na- Prichard and
family is for rent. Aptive of New Hampshire.
o
plication should be made to Mr.
Duel at Corona Cleve Hibler and
Martinez, near the premises.
John Yates indulged in a knife and
A Year Ago Today a year ago the
pistol duel at Corona, Lincoln county, the weather was
for of sun-- )
this week. Both were seriously hurt shine there was pleasant
100 per cent.
The
and are under arrest. Yates was maximum
...... tomnornrurD
i
i. ...
daoro
yj
i u mae
i
uvgita
shot through both wrists and a hnl- and the minimum 32. It was somelet grazed his scalp. Hibler was stab- - what windy
during the forenoon.
bed in four places, being wounded in
Elks Bill Tonight Tonight
the
uie left breast near the heart, in the Misses
and Bich will be seen
Lartigue
right side, in the left cheek and left in some pretty sketch work. Billy
L. E. Everett was arrested Mack will
j forearm.
appear again with his ever
at the same time for toting a emi.
pleasing buck and wing dancing. The
Captain Fred Fornoff and Fred Hig-gin- s pictures are up to the standard and
of the Mounted Police and Sher- the new
pianist made a decided hit.
iff Stevens of Lincoln
county, are at Doors open at 7:15. Show .starts
Corona.
promptly at 8.
Saloonkeeper Sued for Doctor's
Bill James H. Tolle, a soloonkeener
TO CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY
at Las Vegas and now manager for a
LA
Take
XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
pugilist, has been sued at Las Vegas
Druggists refund money If It falls to cure
by Dr. T. B. Fest for $275 for medical E W. GROVE'S
signature is on each
services given Mrs. J. H. Tolle now in Box, 25c
an insane asylum. Tolle's bar fixtures
have been levied upon.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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FUNERALS

FOR HALF

PHONE 36

A

CENTURY

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

lven larerul

P. O. BOX 219

CITY.

"SOME MORE RAE0R TALK"
DEAR FRIENDS:

Last weeK if you remember we talked to you about a
razor called "GRIFFIN'S MAGNETIC RAZOR, which we
are putting out on thirtj days trial
We are lad to announce that a great number of our patrons took
advantage
of this opportunity and we are receiving daily congratulations on our succ3ss in obtaining the Sales Agency of such
a long felt necessity in the "RAZOR" line.
This week we want to talk to you abont a RAZOR
adapted for the person who heretofore found it difficult to
shave with the regular style of "RAZOR". For you dear
friend, we have planned a big surprise in the way of a
"SAFETY RAZOR" called the "ENDER". This razor is
one of thesimplestand most effective 'SAFETY RAZOR'S'
on the market and sails for the small amount of ONE
DOLLAR. This RAZOR we are putting out on a fifteen
days
trial for the next two weeks only, and trust you will avail
yourself of the opportunity of giving it a trial.

aviC
HARDWARE CO.

kj

Phone

Phone

If It's Hardware Te Have It

No 14

j

Personal Attention

Sale

Ladies Tailor Made Suits
Ladies and Misses Coats

Ro-mul-

Undertaker and Embalmer

till.

BROS.

JanuaF

" Four years ago I suffered severely
with a terrible eczema, being a mass of
sores trom head to leet
and for six weeks confined to my bed. During that time I suffered
continual torture from
itching and burning.
After being given up by
my doctor I was advised to try the Cuticura Remedies. After
the first bath with Cuti- cura aoap ana appuca--- J
'
tjon cj (juticura Oint
ment I enjoyed the first
good sleep during my entire illness. I
also used Cuticura Resolvent and tho
treatment was continued for about three
weeks. At the end of that time I was
able to be about the house, entirely
cured, and have felt no ill effects since.
I would advise any person suffering
from any form of skin trouble to try the
Cuticura Remedies as I know what they
did for me. Mrs. Edward Nenning. 11 12
Salina St., Watertown, N. Y., April 11,

;

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

FRANK

nrrnntyomonfc.

Established 1856.

CUTICURA REMEDIES
EFFECT PERFECT CURE

.

east

TAXTDTCHMTST. TAN NET &

436 Canon Road

'

j

what

2ESS

Burning Eruption from
Head to Foot
Doctor Gave Her
First Application of
Up Entirely
Cuticura Brought Relief and Sleep.

j

See

SATURDAY, yANUARY 15, 1910.

Itching,

j

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

.J

f

ECZEMASJXWEEKS

i

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

.mono Biackil9

ur.j

j

18

S, Spitz

G.

Ae, N. II.

BEDRIDDEN WITH

Fire at Gallup The Schaurer livery barn burned to the ground at Gallup yesterday. Insurance covers the
loss.
Dayton Passes Bond Issue Dayton
in the lower Pecos valley, has voted
by a majority of 4S to issue $15,000 in
bonds for municipal water works.
Marriage License Issued Eduardo
Chavez and Dolores Lujan of Torreon
took out a marriage license yesterday at Estancia.
Railroader Kills
Himself John
Farr, an old time railroader, killed
himself at Tucunicari, by shooting
himself through the head. He was 55
years of age.
Odd Fellows' Temple Dedicated
The Odd Fellows of Albuquerque
last evening dedicated their new temple on South Second street. The
principal address was made by District Attorney George W. Klock.
Grand Army Comrades, Attention
Members of Carleton Post and all vis-- !
iting Grand Army men, are asked to
meet tomorrow
afternoon
at , two
o'clock at the First Presbyterian
church on Grant avenue, to attend the
funeral of the late comrade, F. P.
Crichton.
Larger Rooms A committee was
appointed lw the Rnnvrl nf TVo,i

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

CALL

nuuiiu

im a

ALPHA AND OMEGA.
What is the bp sinning ? Love. What
the course? Love still.
What the goal? The goal is love on
the happy hill.
Is there nothing t In n but love, search
we sky or earth?
TllPI'p it; rmthinrr tlion Imf Imr .V.of
hath perpetual worth.
All things flag but only love; all the
things fall or flee.
There is nothing left but love worthy
you and me.

Imperial
Jersy Cream

if

cnsiMn

SAXT.

No 14

j

RKSIDENOK
NIGHT PHONK
PICTURE

RED

FRAMING

TRY OUR

188

TASTEFULLY

KED
AND."

SATISFACTORILY

130

;

DONE.

lea
Also Good for Chickens
Gl'Olil Alfalfa

SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

ran
ii

DIAMONDS

b

Qm

YOIMTZ WATCHES!

MANUFACTURER OF

SSSSE
Right

!

1

i

I

MEXICAN FILIGREE

sen,,..

JEWELRY

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco 8t.

I!:MIIIIIW

1
M

SANTA FE. N. M

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hear
ing win De destroyed lorever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

,

KERR'S

4

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

A IS D

Screened

RATON

Wood

Yankee;

Lump

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Steam Coal.

Smithirg Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTFZTJMA AVENUE
A. T. & 8. K. H'epot.

Near

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
t
For 19 years the
class tonsorial parlor
in anta Fe.

Telephone 85

only-firs-

Leras

OUR NEW FITCH

TREATMENT
s guarantepd to cure, (not only
relieve Dandruff, failing hairand
others calp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popularhair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE,

BATHS

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
om,yaat

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

ASW.A

DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH

BATHS

BATHS

it is

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, we will glad to call for your
laundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursday and Friday.
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirt9, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122
PHONE RED 122

biver y

have it

A COMPLETE STOCK OF SINGLE
RIGS, SURREY & SADDLE HORSES
310
THo

WILLIAMS & RISING

San Francisco St.

LPnoneRedl3y

Contagious desease allowed In our hacks

Looks dont make a Fountain Syringe on a hot water bottle last.
OURS LOOK WELL and WEAR WELL. It is Satisfaction you
want-lon- g
lived "live" rubber solid seams and full capacity. That's the
class'of rubber we sell you. Our stock is Fresh-n- o
old goods to offpr
We Guarantee each and every article or rubber goods sold. Money returned or goods replaced
LONG
RUBBER GOODS.

When Buying Rubber Goods
Appearance Counts Little
at reduced prices,
if not satisfactory.

CLIMATE.

WILL NOT LAST
IN ANY DRY
SO BUY WHERE YOU GET FRESH GOODS

Zook's Pharmacy
QUALITY DRUGGISTS

WHERE YOU GET THE HIGHEST GRADE
POSSIBLE IN EVERY LINE WE HANDLE

SATURDAY, JANUARY

15, 1910.

IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

HI

TURLEY

PLESIS
AUTO

M

ROUTE TO

40D

Mi:, S,onfo.

Territorial business,

n

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

Rturns

!
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highest elevation on
kaots, cracks and warpings. So Perhaps the wrould
be within three
route
entire
Every foot of it is thoroughly the
of
th
mile
north
eniir?
?fpitojseasoned, dried and shrunk, so
f"!
it can be absolutely relied npon!rou;elersis.the ne fTollowed b
bvcaroentsrs and builders, and
Dut
use
ue
ior
in
today
archi- - (ana wouia
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
mileg between watering
xeoss nereaoouis particularly placeg from Gallina down Canon Lar.
mention our Lumber in their g0 t0 the San Juan river at Larg0
pacifications.
postofflce, which is a long, dry stretch
1
T
fr wagon or team travel. It is a good
W T
-

!

cy Ul'l

.

J
UUUrUW

SI

3o0 tri'is,

$c- -

route, and although washed out in

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

I:;

--

.

i

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of th 6outnwt."
T
Detailed by War Departmect
Oftcers
Armv
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Thi

"A."
Through Academic courje, preparing young

E

Month.
The line from Abiquiu via Terra
Amarilla to Chama mid D. & R. O.

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Engineering and it Household Ecoandj Electrical

nomics! Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.

'

For Catalogue and further information, address the President'

W. E.

Mr9!

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico

men for college or for Dullness life. Great
amount of open air work. Heallhlets location
of any Ml lltary School lu the Union. Located
the baullful Vneoi VaCev tDe garaen
spoi of ihe West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, bul
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Elpvt'ii Officers and Instructor!", all gradu-

places, can be easily put into good
shane.
"Governor Curry, Land Commission- r.iihoad would increase this about 25
rent, and a line from Abiquiu via
ates fnm siardard eastern colleges. Ten
er Ervien and Territorial Engineer
K! Roto to
in- Calliente
should
Ojo
Sullivan of the good roads commisbul'ditigs throughly furnished, heaiod. lighted
sion have become im "rested in the 1' ase it an additional 5 per cent.
and rnudorn ir all respects.
What Boite Did.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon. President; W
project and have given their assurance
In closing Mr. Turley brought to
that a survey of the route will be
(j, Hamillo.i, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
made as soon as the weather will per- Hie attention of the Board of Trade
Treasure.-- ; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
In fore, Boise, Idaho, was as
large as
mit and that the territory will use
A
Fllyan
it; Panta Fe the local business
men
good roads funds to assist in building
For
particulars &od Illustrated catalogue
combined
and built the Xatatorium,
the road if the counties and citizens
address.
one of the finest inland bathing redirectly interested will do their part. sorts in the
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
country at a cost of $125,-0oFe
has
Santa
county
pledged $1,000
Superintendent.
a
then
street
at
system
railway
a
toward fixing the 21 miles in this
a cost of $250,000 and a little later a
JEEKI
Mr.
county.
Crandall, Pueblo Indian
"Idanha' hotel, seven
agent, with his usual progressive magnificent
stories
covering something like
spirit has assured 5500 in labor to- U2xl50 hisrh,
feet of space and in it was
ward putting the roads into proper
held the fourth annual session of the
shape between Santa Fe and the
International Mining Congress in
pueblos along the Rio Grande; the
1901. Therefore it is not too much to
supervisor of the Jame, forest when
These celebrated He Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
expect the Ancient Capital City to do
to
the
stited
that
appealed
informally
of these waters
some improving.
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency
forestry service would furnish timber
tested
been
by the
has
Mr. Turley stated that he was a
throughly
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenyt-fiv- e
and other materials and perhaps some
miraculous cures attested to in the
member
of
Fe
the
Board
of
Santa
funds toward the project and esTrade some five or six years ago and of Taos and fifty miles north of feanta folowjng diseases: Paralysis, Rheu-Fpecially toward the construction of a
and about twelve miles from Bar- - matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
that, he was very much pleased to
telephone line to improve the service
anco
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
note
in
the improvement
both the
and facilitate the business of adminAffections, Scrofula,
of the board and in its work and Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
spirit
istration in that department and with
to
all Female Com-Th- e
the
of
La
runs
line
springs,
stage
Catarrh,
Grippe,
daily
in
fact of "the old town" itself since
Rio Arriba and San Juan counties to
i3
etc.
waters
of
these
Board, lodging and bath-frotemperature
plaints,
be heard from as to what they will that time. Mr. Turley added: "And
122 degrees.
are
The
90
to
$2.50
gases
per
ing
I
day; $13 per week; $50
hope this progressive
do in regard to putting the roads into gentlemen,
fi.000 feet. Climate per month.
Altitude
carbonic.
Stage meets Denver
will
continue."
shape the success of the project spirit Annexation to
for Santa Fe train
entire
and
the
and
trains
waits
delightful
very
dry
Colorado.
seems favorable. Ample capital has
This resort is attracyear round. There is now a commod upon request.
Mr.
one
added:
"When
then
Turley
been pledged to equip the line with
ions hotel for the convenience of in tive at all seasons and is open all
the necessary machines, etc., just as is a resident of a territory one is not valids and tourists. People suffering ' winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
a
'citizen'
of
United
the
of
States
soon as the road is in shape and it
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
looks as though that could be done America, only a 'subject' under the
are not accepted, j reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
and
stars
to
our
pres- contagious diseases,
stripes. Owing
in the next tew months. But the gov1.G2G.21 grains same day.
These
contain
For further particulars
wciers
ent means of communication we resiernment, federal, territorial, county dents of San Juan
to
of
salts
address:
the
alkaline
gallon,
being
are
in
the
county
and municipal must 'put the roads in
'foreign possessions' of these 'subshape as it' is almost impossible to do
jects.' Now we have tried, it is true
that from private funds.
to be annexed to Colorado and we
Ojo
County N jVl
San Juan County.
are earnest about this, not so much
"San Juan county's products for the because we do not like Xew
Mexico,
year 1909 amounted to some two mil- but because we want to get somelion dollars, which is an item of busi- where and be
somebody. You can't
ness to be considered and a large part blame us for it.
of this business would go through
"Annex Us to Now Mexico."
Santa Fe if it were possible to do so.
"But since you are not in favor of
Yet the county of San Juan and its reletting us join with the people of
sources are not developed one per Colorado with whom we do
business,
cent as about 20,000 acres are in kindly show us the
right spirit in 'anactual cultivation with water for some nexing' us to Xew Mexico by helping
o
Moreover
2,000,000 acres.
the
us to improve the means of communi:
are
fields
credited
Gallup
by cation between the two places and
the United States government with thereby helping us to get better acone Jinndrpd and forty billion tons of
quainted and arrive at a better undermarketable coal; hence San Juan has standing. It will be better for all of
more resources than any other single us as much for you as for us. You
county in the United States. Santa iook good to us, but you are so very, Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargc
Fe may indeed well 'wake up' and get very far away. You have our permisDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
busy to get some of this county's sion to come as close as you can. Will
MONEY
business turned its way.
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
you seize the opportunity? Let's get
I
"The rocky mountains may be 'joined up!' Now
say we people of Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
easily approached by railroads on San Juan county are going to make
and all Foreign Countries.
their eastern slopes, but the western our mark. We would like to have you
us."
with
much
than
the
slope being
steeper
REMITTANCES SENT BY
railroads must follow the lines of the
Prolonged
applause greeted Mr.
least resistance which are the stream Turley as he took his seat.
courses. By referring to the map you
will find that every stream course ALBUQUERQUE POLICEMAN
GIVEN HEARING
with a long course westward from the
divide
continental
has a trunk line
railroad following its course except Charged With Attempt to Kill Francisco Vargas Who Had Resisted
the San Juan and with the Rock
Arrest.
Island and Burlington routes headed
this way Santa Fe can get on a main
line if she 'just goes after it.'
Albuquerque, X. M., Jan. 15. The
Rigs,
"The highest passes over the Rocky preliminary hearing in the case of the
versus
the
Guavara,
Territory
Tony
mountains in the United States are in
Colorado with no low ones from that policeman, charged with attempting
now occupied, by the Union Pacific in to kill Francisco Vargas on January.
' 8, will be held before Justice of
the
Wyoming down to the one at the head Peace David
Perea, in the Bernalillo
of Canon Largo. Hence the certainty
court house; commencing at 2
that at no distant date it will be occu- county
In
in
of
o'clock this afternoon. The interests
pied and Santa Fe will miss a great of the
will
be
looked
after!
Territory
chance if she is not on the line that
by District Attorney G. S. Klock and
Will she do it and how
uses it.
j Guavara will be defended
by City
Southern Pacific.
H. J. Collins. According
RIGHT.
to
"A line now is building by the advices from
St. Joseph s sanitarium
Southern Pacific and it will eventually
yesterday, Vargas was in
connect the San Juan county with the same condition as he practically
has been
a
Gallup, N. M., on the Atchison, Tope-k- for the past two or three days, with
and Santa Fe, but to come via Gal- no apparent change either for better
lup, Albuauerque and Lamy to Santa or worse. The testimony of at least
Fe it will be farther in miles than seven witnesses will be introduced on
the present route, but better connec- the part of the Territory today in an
tions will be made so that time will effort to show that Guavara shot VarOUW MOTTO; To have the Best of
be saved, but it will be much greater gas without sufficient provocation, and
Everything In Our Line
auto-lin- e
than by the
direct over. The several witnesses among whom will
region between Santa Fc and San be Guavara himself and Hunter, the
will testify, it is underJuan is naturally as rich for dry farming perhaps as is the Estancia valley stood to the effect that both Francisor any section of eastern New Mexi- co Vargas and his son Camilio, were
co, but it must be on some line of resisting arrest at the time the shot
communication with the outside world was fired. It is generally understood
before it will ever be utilized. An- from insinuations made by Guavara
"
that Hunter
other reason why Santa. Fe should as- and other witnesses,
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
showed
the
white
feather
autoof
during the
sist in the establishment
this
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gams.
mobile road at this time is that such fracas, when he failed to assist the
officer
in
son.
and
his
Vargas
arresting
action will materially aid in bringing
527 San Franeleee St
SANTA FE, N. M.
A blow against Hunter's countenance
a railroad at no very distant date."
To give a better idea of the project delivered by young Camilio Vargas,
is said to have been responsible for
and in support of his claim that it
the
assuming a neutral
would be a paying proposition from
attitude while the affair was at its
the start Mr. Turley presented the
It is expected that Hunter
height.
following facts and figures compiled will be
placed in an embarrassing
from authentic sources as it is possiposition at the preliminary hearing
ble to obtain now:
today when he is asked to explain the
"Automoblie route from Santa Fe reason for his
to
failure to
T3
to San Juan county, estimated, 21 assistance of Guavara when gosuch the
asof the finest
B
miles in Santa Fe county, 130 miles ill sistance was
loudly requested by the
Rio Arriba county, 40 miles in San officer.
Juan county. Total distance 191
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
miles.
Pneumonia Follows a Cold.
AND NEWffiST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
LATEST
Business' and Receipts.
but nevef follows the use of Foley's
Mail contract. 191 miles at $75 per Honey and Tar, which
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
stops the
mile, per year, $14,325.
coughs, heals the lungs, and expels
the cold from your system. Take at
Express and messenger service,
DRY
first sign of a cold and avoid a dan
CO
Local passenger traffic, $5,000.
gerous illness. Sold by all druggists.
!"--

JO CALIEfiTR HOT SPRINGS.

e,

j
j

j

j
j

i

'

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorfetor.

Calient. Tao.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

Du-rang-

to

Ml

Farts of the World.
TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY ST ABLE
Reliable Horses, Single

Dugglss, Surries, Saddle Horses

'

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

C'vil

r?vr?

Fin

OF

A

New Mexico Military Institute

a

j 1.300.

Toial estimated receipts, $7S,325.
Te'.'i estimated expenses, $30,000.
Tiv.al estimated net profits, $is,325.
Or an average of about 10 passeng-- '
daily and a net profit of $1,000 per

ihREt

sttTiinimsssBi

'fiiiiity, city, etc., no trips, $l,oi'm.
I
'rummer trade, Ijhhi trips, $20,000.
Tourist trade. 200 trips, $4,(o.
"'neral passenger business, 730

J

Well Known Civil Engineer Declares That Santa Fe's Business Interests Demand Such Communication Immense
Resources of San Juan CountyBusiness for an
Automobile Route.

Jay Turley, civil engineer of San
Juan county and enthusiast in the
route from
cause of an automobile
Santa Fe to San Juan county was a
speaker at the meeting of the Santa
Fe 3oard of Trade last nteht.
Jir. Turley marshalled an nnay of
reasons whv such a route should be
built. He said in substance:
"While Aztec is 170 miles o:i a
fctraight line and 191 miles by a feasible line for a road from Santa Fe,
the present means of travel and communication gets you into the capital
after a trio of three days and two
nlehts. meanderinsr around through
Colorado. At present San Juan counj
ty has practically nothing in common
with the balance of New Mexico as a",
her railroad connections and lilies of
Kidney Pills."
and travel are not through
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 bismess
Colorado
and as Denver is practically
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
cents.
in time with but little
nearer
a
dav
New York, sole agents for the United
difference in the fare and much better
States.
Remember the name Doan's and service.
"Few of. the residents of San Juan
take no other.
county have been over much of the
rest of Xew Mexico and fewer of the
outside residents have ever been in
San Juan county, hence there is but
little unity of thought and action.
This, however, ought not to exist at
this time and should not be permitted
to remain, if we are to have a teas-- !
ible route for automobile communicaBasket leaves Monday Tuesday tion from Santa Fe via Tesuque, Pa- Thursday and Friday. haque Santa Cruz, across 'the Rio
AGENCY at 0. K Barber Shop' Grande to Espanola, Abiquiu, Coyote,
Gadina, down Canon Largo, across the
F O. BROWN A?ent.
San Juan river at Bloomfield and on
Phone No J 23 Red
to either Aztec or i armingion uieie
being only a few miles in distance to
Ornamental Doors
either of these thriving towns.
Obstacles to Conquer.
"The chief obstacle to be overcome
in putting tnis rouie inio buitpe upside of a general improvement of the
roads is the improving of the present
choppy condition from Pajaque to
Santa Cruz; the ballasting the road or
building around the sand from the Rio
Grande to Abiquiu; getting out of the
canon above Abiquiu and the bringing
of the arroyos along the route which
might cast $20,000, or about $100 a
mile.
The Grades.
"The grades alons this route can be
are mkiTfitn nfirfentirm from our made verv light and the continental
Lumber), because the wood is divide is crossed at an elevation of
ect in every particular and 200 feet above sea level by the way,
free from every imperfection of only 200 feet higher than Santa Fe.
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j

kidneys,
'Twould save much needless woe.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse this:
Miss Adela Arias, 10G Griffin street,
Santa Fe, N. II., says: '"rhere is no
praise too strong for me to g.. 3 Doan"s
Kidney Pills. The splendid results
I obtained from their use several
years ago have been lasting and for
that reason, my confidence in them
has been increased. I suffered from
a dull heavy ache in the small of my
back and I was subject to headaches
and dizzy spells. I .always felt tired,
had no ambition and was in very poor
health when I procured Doan's Kid&
Burrows
ney Pills at Stripling,
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them
long to cure me and from that day to
this I have been free from kidney com
plaint. I willingly confirm the public
statement I gave in January, 1907,
telling of my experience with Doan's

VnarieS

government business,

j

What a Heap of Happiness it Would
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.
Hard to do housework with an aching back.
Brings you hours of misery at leisure or at work.
If women only knev.- - the cause that
Backache pains come from sick

MM
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Call up

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers
Livery
Furnished,
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSO

A. F.

r,

SPIEGELBEH,

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

dog-catch-

.

SVE?SED

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Courses

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

:Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES President

ONLY TWO WEEKS SALE
SPECIAL
Embroideries

White Goods

.

$5,-00- 0.

ADOLF SELIGMAN

GOODS

I

7
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Paily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

25
75
65

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
7.00 Weekly, per quarter

2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

Civil War; he did his duty as a sol-- j
dier as bravely as he livfd afterwards
as a citizen. Ah, such patriots and!
so rare,
citizens are rare
that this simple life is deserving of
more than passing notice! Surely, he
spake as a prophet, all his days to
all who knew him and well does he,
who heeds his voice, even after death
has stilled it.
Verily, he has had his reward even
in this life, and whatever the reward
after death, it surely will be his, thus
making plain to the scoffer the apparent, paradox of the saying that to him
who hath shall be given.
now-a-day-

The El Paso Herald gives good adThe New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
to the farmers of the Mesilla
vice
)
and
and
has
a
growing
large
every postofflce in the Territory,
and incidentally to every porSouthwest.
valley
of
the
among the intelligent and progressive people
tion of New Mexico when it says:
"Alfalfa is still king of the Rio
Grande valley, although the land owners are profiting in many other ways
growing
pears,
peaches,
apples.
ENUMERCENSUS
FOR
THE TEST
is in the grocery business and keeps
ATORS.
grapes, plums, celery, asparagus, canhis own books and accounts."
:'
The test to which census applicant"
It seems comparatively simple, ac- taloupes, and in fact almost anything
for the position of census, enumerator cording to the supervisor, to draw out that rich soil, fine climate and water
must submit is very simple, so simple of the above statement the required will produce.
'
that any person who knows how to details for the population schedule and "The outlook for the alfalfa growread and write can successfully pasa to enter them under the proper col- ers is
splendid this year, and the asit.
umn divisions relating to location,
sociations which the farmers have
A call for more applicants for nlaces name, relationship, personal descripbeen organizing during the past year
isbeen
lias
enumerators
occupation,
census
citizenship,
tion,
as
nativity,
should aid them largely in marketing
sued by Supervisor of Census Paul A. education, etc.
. F. Walter.
He urges all persons in
Above all such a "test" can do is to their crops to advantage. District ashis district desiring to serve to ob- evidence the legibility of an appli- sociations have been formed in the
tain their application forms at once cant's handwriting and his ability to
upper valley and a general association
and to file them with him before Janu- determine where to write in the samembracing all the alfalfa growers in
considerhe
when
must stop
ary 31,
ple schedule the facts clearly stated in
,
the
southwest is now in working orto
in
pre-new
order
applications
the
narrative.
ing
of
apthe previous
pare for the "test"
The agricultural schedule narrative der, all of them having for their aim
plicants on February 5. After this he for 1900 was very similar, except that the securing of the highest market
will examine and rate the papers un- the facts stated relate to farms and
price for their product, uniform methtil about February 22, when he will farming operations.
ods
of shipping, and other matters of
forward his list of designations as
the
5,
"test"
Before
the
February
general mutual interest.
enumerators, with their "test" paa
each
send
will
applicant
supervisor
"These organizations cannot but repers, to Census Director Durand, who list of instructions
concerning filling sult in
will carefully go over and rerate the
good to the farmers, if operin the "test" schedules, which will
papers of the successful candidates still further
ated
properly, for farmers organized
simplify the subject and
before giving his consent to the issue
can
market
their products to better
test by those
of commissions to them by the super- insure the passing of the
commowho possess only an ordinary
advantage than farmers placing their
visor. By the middle or latter part of
n-school
education
and practical products upon the market alone in
March all the enumerators will have
been commissioned and will be in re- common sense.
competition with each other.
ceipt of detailed instructions concern"The fruit growers and truck gardHE SPAKE AS A PROPHET.
ing their work. Their first applicaeners would do well to organize in a
Tomorrow afternoon will be laid in like manner and derive the same
tion forms were mailed to more than
300 applicants today.
their last resting place, the mortal re- benefits and results. Proper packing
To quiet any qualms relative to the mains of F. P. Crichton, who in the and picking could then be guaranteed
"test" of the qualifications of appli- fullness of his years was called to and the products of the Rio Grande
his
home. If he had been valley would meet with a readier sale
cants, to be made February 5, the su- takeneternal
in a chariot of Are, if he had and
bring better prices."
pervisor has obtained some informahence like Enoch, his
tion from the census director concern- been translated
taking off could not have been more
Here is subject for thought from
ing the "test" of twelfth census enum- significant, for he sank into his long
the
Albuquerque Morning Journal not
erators. It has been officially stated
as he was leading in prayer only for Albuquerque but also for
that the 1910 "test' will be very simi sleep
and had just uttered the Santa Fe and even the territorial
lar to the one in the preceding census meeting
words "He spake as a prophet."
board of equalization:
and will consist in requiring appliThe i'neident is significant to be"El Paso reports an assessed valuacants to fill sample schedules from liever and unbeliever, because Mr.
tion this year of $30,000,000. El Paso
census
narratives
concevnins
printed
Crichton had lived the life of a model has 40,000
people. This is a pretty
facts. As the rural enuemators are citizen; he had led the simple life that
to carry both the population and agri- Theodore Roosevelt exalted; he had good showing. Albuquerque has an
assessed valuation this
of a little
cultural schedule, they will be "test- been the exemplary citizen of whom more than $3,000,000. Elyear
Paso is nol
ed" with samples of both, but the city Jacob Riis is a type, and it is no won- ten times
bigger than Albuquerque.
enumerators, who carry the popula der that it was given him to live Certainly it is not ten times
richer.
reschedule
tion
three years more than the allotted The discrepancy is worth thinking
alone, will only be
quired to prove their ability by filling lifetime and lived those seventy-thre- e
about."
a sample of that schedule.
years in vigor of mind and body, for
"The board of equalization gently
The "test" population schedule nar- his body and his mind had no penal- rebukes the district attorneys for adrative in 1900 was, in part, im fellows: ties to pay for dissipation, for errors vising it what its duties are: reminds
in living, because his mind was ser- the district
"The enumerator of the forty-fiftattorneys that the board
enumeration district of the ninth su- ene unto the end, uis sinews unweak-ene- has frequently pointed out duties
by alcohol. No wonder he did a which the said district attorneys have
o' Pennpervisor's district of the
man's work until the very last day overlooked, and
in
of
generally intimates
Port
the
sylvania,
village
Royal, on which he fell dead in his beloved
that the district attorneys attend to
Londonderry
Township,
Schuylkill church where
Sunday after Sunday their own business. It is now up to
county, begins his enumeration June he attended
where prayer the district attorneys. If the arguservice;
1, 1900. at No. 201 Burton street.
meeting after prayer meeting he lift- ment can be continued we will doubt-- ;
"This house is occupied by a single ed his voice, not in sniveling or in
less get much valuable
information
family, consisting of Patrick O'Leary, cant but as a strong man who lives about our
of assessment and
system
his wife, Margaret, and his son, the faith that is in him.
taxation."
James.
Such a life is beautiful. It answers
"Patrick came to this country from the question: "Is life worth living?"
There is nothing visionary about
Ireland (where he was born of Irish with: "Yes, if you live it right." Mr. the good roads project from Santa
parents) in May of 1870, when he was Crichton was a natural leader of Fe to Aztec as set forth in the address
his strong mind and determin- made last evening by
just 22 year old. Three years after men;
Jay Turley to
his arrival he was married to an Irish ed will, no doubt the heritage of cen- the Board of Trade. It is less diffgirl who had come over from his na- turies of right living by his Scotch icult than many of the good roads
tive village a year before. As soon as forbears, would have enabled him to projects that have become realities
in
In financial, in even In the neighboring states. In
possible he became naturalized. He conquerfield political,
have
he
every
might
essayed to fact, the road already exists and it
can read and write and speak Enggo forth. But he chose instead to be need only be
owns
and
repaired here and there.
a good house, free of a skillful
lish,
artisan who loved his work As far as Santa Fe county is conincumbrance, which he has bought and accomplished it
quietly and like cerned, the road at present leads
from his earnings as a teamster, In a master
mechanic of whom it can be through the most fertile and most
which occupation he has had steady said: "His
heart was in his skill and populous parts of the county.
s
; v
work during the past year. , '
his soul
in his
craftsmanship;
of the population of the coun"Margaret, his wife, is also of Irish he preferred to be an elder ty is tributary to this road and the
parentage, and was born in January, in his church rather than be travel over it is heavier than on
and is nearly four years younger than a political leader; to be an influ any other road in this vicinity. From
her husband. She has had two child- ence for good and high ideals in his here to Santa Cruz most of the road
ren, only one of whom is living. She lodge rather than hold a public of- is in good condition;) automobiles
can read and speak English, but has fice; to speak out whenever he found have parsed over it amain and again,
to make her 'mark' for her signature. it necessary even to utter unwelcome ard that in good time and without
"James was born in Harrisburg, but wholesome truths rather than rlhip. A maximum expenditure of
February, 1875. He has a good com- sway multitudes with polished elo- $3,000 will put it in superb condition
mon school education, works at any quence; to vote and act as a man
and the county can spend money to
by any considerations but no better purpose.
sort of day labor, and secured nine
months' steady work during the past those of truth, justice and conscience,
rather than to amass wealth and seek
The Engineering and Mining Journyear. He is not married.
influence. ' He loved music for art's al credits New Mexico with
a produc"In the next house, 203 Burton sake and in
it and books and above
street, the enumerator found an Eng- all, his home and his church, found tion of 7,001,136 pounds of copper in
1898, against 8,525,652
pounds the
lish woman by the name of Mrs. Jane that content and
peace of mind, that year before, which would indicate a
Parker, a widow, occupying a rented joy in life, which spell happiness and
house with her .single daughter, Vir- which is sought, but generally with considerable reduction. However, the
same Journal on another page, pubginia, and her married daughter, Nel- out success by men and women in
lie E.. and the husband of thevlatter, so many other ways than those that lishes an article crediting the terriAlbert Johnson.
lead through quiet vales to the snowy tory with a production last year of
more than 9,000,000 pounds of copper,
v,
"Mrs. Parker came to this country peaks.
which is probably nearer right. There
Mr. Crichton was no mollycoddle.
34 years ago, has a good education, is
is need In New Mexico of a permaa dressmaker by trade, and has con- Only last fall, this septuagenarian nent bureau
that will keep track of
clambered
over
the
of
stant employment. She was 50 years
rough heights
of
matters
that
kind and it should be
old last April, and Is of Scottish birth Mount Baldy and the Lake Peaks, made
the
of
the bureau of immU
duty
over
a
Nambe
way
for
beyond
on her mother's side. She has had
week,
to make inquiries and to com
four children, three of whom are liv- in a snow storm, in pursuit of game, gration
and the youngest and strongest in pile statistics to show from year to
ing and one of whom has died.
the party could not outdo him. At year the production of actual wealth
"Virginia is of English parentage,
the
same time, he lived a quiet, gen in the territory,
has been through the local schools
tie home life, did charity unostenta
and has been a saleswoman for eight
The Silver City Independent says
months of the past year; she was tiously with open hand, counseled his
children in the way they should go very kindly:
t
born In Philadelphia in March, 1817.
and provided for the needs of the
"The New Year's edition of ,the San"Nellie E. was 28 years old last Jan- physical body with the skill of his ta Fe New Mexican is a most excelnary, and has but recently married. hands
'faith that lent production. It is handsomely ilShe was born In Baltimore, reads, thus hehaving unfaltering
would be able to provide un- lustrated and replete with interesting
rwrites and speaks English.
til the end.
reading matter. It is one of the best
"Albert Johnson, the husband
of
y,.
In the days of his youth he fought industrial editions ever issued in the
Nellie, was born in New York City, for his
tr- Mexican is enhe was to the van in territory and the
of Welsh parents, November, 1865. He some ofcountry;
the bloodiest battles of the titled to much credit for it."
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Professional

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

...

3

....

CHARLES F. EASLEY

(Late Surveyor General)

personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money tgr all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments f livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 5
ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.

Attorney-at-La-

CATRON

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe,

&

CATRON

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block
New Mexico

G. VOLNEY HOWARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish
'Phone 192 Black
Rooms IS and 19, Laughlin Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

RENEHAN

DAVIES
E. P. Davies

&

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

THE

HOTEL

PALACE

K&&8SS93!

WILLIAM VAJJGViNpROP,

One of the Best Hotels in the
Cuisice and
Table Service
Une'x

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

w

West

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled.

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
HOLT & SUTHERLAND

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

Las Cruces.

-

-

-

New Mexico

1

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

ft

SFFraiSfcWWSr
"'iff
w m

l'

I

l

I

.

X

J

Kt

S.,1

'

t t

W

ff

fiJ

F

HOTEL

v&m Era

W

J. E, LACOME

Jesse

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS
G.

Sample Kocm

C.

J. Roberts

Offices: Raton. N. M.. and Trinidad,
.
Colorado,
.

.

H. M. DOUGHERTY

Proprietor
Commodious

Northcutt
Attorneys-at-La-

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

-

-

New Mexico

Long Distance Telephone Station.

GEORGE D. BARBER

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

IN CONNECTION"

FSESS TEE BUTTON WE

Attorney and Councellor-at-LaPractices in the District and Supreme Courts of
the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business -Lincoln County

THE BEST,

DO

;

-

-

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

I

'

AMERICAN

i

AND EUROPEAN PLAN

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land'
Offices.

the CORONADO hotel
First Class

XaeeteAix&3a.t iaa.

RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Night

G.

COXU3-eettox-

LUPE HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

Las Cruces

.

-

-

-

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

....

--

H. R. PUTMAN
U.

First Class and Thoronalily

Two-third-

(

....
....

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

A. B. Renehan

ste

,

xew Mexico

-

Practice in the District and Su- Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
preme

Transacts a general banking: business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of

5

-

E. C. ABBOTT

Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profits, 75,000

d

.

-

Attorney-at-La-

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

cj

-

PAUL A. F. WALTER

OF SAfJTA FE.

3

Cards

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

DON

GASPAR AND

WATER STREET

Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Rooms
In every Room
For Commercial Travelers

HERE IS

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE

WSS-

-

CHR

I

ST M AS"

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FifJ
Don't

Excellent Assortments of

to

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

rail

'

..

Call

and

Inspect

Many
other
articles

that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco 8t.

Proprietor
Santa Fe.'N, M.

8. .Court 'Commissioner and

LOANS AND REAL ESTATE

Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered.
. . New
Texico
R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman '
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General5s Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

....
....

JOHN K. STAUFFER
';
Notary Public
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Office with the New Mexican Print-- ;
lng Company.
'
Notice for Publication.
Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal Land

(Serial 06732.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.,

Jan.

4,

1910-Not-

ice

is hereby given that Lncre-ci- o
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., who, on

January 3. 1905
try (serial 06732) No. 8202, for north-wesi quarter, section 18, township 17'
north, range 12 east. N. M. P. Meridi..:
an, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa Fe. N.
M., on the 24th day of February, 1910.
viaimant names as witnesses:
Miguel Lamy. Dionlcin
Sandoval
Atanaclo Gallegos, Pedro Roibal, all'
of Pecos, N. M.,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.- '

i
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THIS INVITES YOU
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!

UNITED STATES BANK & TROST CO
N

nuite ill with

JU.

A MOST COMPLETE

STOCK IN EACH

OFFICERS
G. FRANKLIN

FLICK, President.

W. S. DAVIS.

j

;i

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. r.ashla,.

J. B. LAMY

Everything in Hardware
J1

there.

Deputy
Traveling Auditor John
Joerns is at Las Cruces checking up
the books of District Clerk J. R.

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

ill

Lu-cer-

S. C. Moxce, of Sidney,

Ohio, a
salesman representing a large whip
concern, is registered at the Palace
;

HOT

ITER

BOTTLES

Claire.

O

gff"

Compaq

WATSON

COMPANY

&

(Established 1882)

EAL ESTATE - INSURANCE

OFFICE

119

San Francisco So., where tha old Santa Fe

Trail ends

u;..--

and the Greater Sinta Fe "trail"

begins.
We have somi very d isirable propositions in tho
way of city lots; f rait rancaes and Jarg tracts to
be reclaimed, to offer.
For full particulars call or DUnno Rorl IRQ
eu
JrllUHC
above
address
the

company'

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

tanta Fe,

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

N. M.

ran;

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Phone Red 100

TOMAS P. DELXHDO Mgr.

do HI

w

,
Wewill ctiargef UiUtli'
,
onrl
flnMhnnn
Cnrnhlinhmnrt
Dnnnninn
'Olnminn
Tk
1

1

Id UUIUUCIU
PHONE

203

UlCGIliUU
BLACK

QIIU

riCDDIIIU

208 WEST

tDiaUIIDIIIIICil

PALACE AVE

Watch
This

Space
THE CH AS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO,
Undertakers and Embalmers
;

Special for few days only to close out all wash shirt
waists on hand making room for new spring Iinej

NOW AT COST OR 30 PER CBN TOFF REGULAR

MILLINERY

PRICESl

Linen waists regular price $1.25 now $0.90
1.50 "
1.05
ii
1 25
1.75 "
Better hurry for these will rot last lorg at these prices
1

MIPS A. MUGLER.
Southeast Corner Plaza.
j

'

S

the party will continue over the line
probably to Torrance and it is understood that a more extended trip
may be made, some of the party going
Roswell." Albuquerque
as far as
Journal.
Morning
j
"Ronie H. Jaffa, son of Mrs. Bessie
Jaffa, and brother of Ben and Wal'
ter Jaffa of this, city, was married in
Wednesday to Miss Minj Los Angeles
nie Zuckerberg, formerly of this city
1
and who numbers a great many
friends here. The young couple, who
are now touring California on a honeymoon trip, will make their home in
Los Angeles where Mr. Jaffa is in the
brokerage business. The groom was
for several years connected with the
Simon Stern clothing store in this
city, leaving that position a few years
ago to go on the road for eastern
Wool Growers' convention.
He also firms." Albuquerque Morning
visited Denver during the meeting of
the National Livestock Association.
"A. L. Hull, court reporter, left this
Vta W1H
mnrninE fnr a month's IHcit ot
It (, Alio nlA
home in Athens, Ga. He will stop atFort Worth and with his brother at
Oklahoma City on the way and will
probably go to the Mardi Gras at New
Orleans on his way back." Roswell
Record.
Mrs. J. P. Delgado, daughter oi
Attorney Benjamin M. Read of this
city,, and wife of J. P. Delgado, also
bf this city, gave birth to a son at
Dawson, Colfax county, on January
11. The boy weighs eight and a half
pounds, and both mother and child
are doing well.'
here prices are lowest
J. F. Hinkle, an old time and prominent resident of Roswell, who was in
Santa Fe in attendance on the meetfor safe quality"
ing of the board of equalization of
he
is a member, went to Las
which
Vegas, where he addressed the Elks'
One Resolution to Make
lodge last evening, he being territorial district deputy of that order.
Judge M. C. Mechem left this after-noo- n
for El Paso, Texas, where he
What other 1910Resolu
will meet his uncle who came from 1
tion youmay make
From El Paso,
Mobile, Alabama.
Judge Mechem will go to Alamogordo
Eesolve now Ithat you will
to dispose of a preliminary hearing
and other matters which Judge A. W.
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
Cooley owing to his Illness could uot
coming year. It Is a resolutake up.
tion In your own Interest, for
A surprise party was last evening
tendered
Miss Blanche
It means the best possible
Roberts,
daughter of Mrs. V. L. Roberts. The
table supplies at lowest posguests made their appearance In dis- sible prices.
guise and the urprise was a genuine
one. The guests were: Misses Pauline Kinsell, Miriam Cartwright, Eleanor Jaffa, Dorothy
Hazel
Safford,
Think It over-ls- n't
KAUNE
Sparks, Lillian and Daisy Roberts,.
&
store
for you
the
Charlotte. Wientge, Blanche Roberts
Co,
logical
and Masters Morton Seligman, Ralph
1910.
to patronize through
Sparks, Dillman Kinsell, Edward Cart- fc
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W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

1 V1 L

-

U.UMI
Go.

GROCERS

I

PIN

BARGAINS DF EVEfir DESGR

Something for

Ladies and Gentlemen

Especially Reduced
Prices in Ladies

HATS

DONT FAIL3
TO SEE OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF
FANCY GOODS, NOVELTIES AND
OTHER ARTICLES.

--

NOW IS THE TIME
To have that SUIT clewed, pressed and put in good shape
We will

PROFIT GOES OFF

"I

Y RD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXLCO CENTRAL DEPOT

Phone Red 100

matters appertaining to the Lake
Urton Carey Act irrigation project.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of
the Santa Fe system, has returned to
Las Vesas after spending the fore part
of the week in Santa Fe on company
matters.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
and family will in the near future oc- cupy the Napoleone house on Capi- !tol street, adjoining the Capitol park.'!
They will vacate the executive mansion in a few days.
"Mrs. H. L. Waldo, who has been
visiting in the city for the past week
as the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
A. ,T. Rodgers, Jr., departed yesterday
afternoon for her home in Kansas
Ctiy, M." Las Veras Optic.
Census Supervisor Paul A. F. Wal-ter is preparing an itinerary which
will take him into every county of
the Territory during March to address and instruct the corps of 300 or
more census enumerators whom he
will appoint next month.
Harry F. Lee, secretary of the ter- ritorial sheep sanitary board, has re-- j
turned home to Albuquerque from
TTtflh wlioro Via oftflTiHal
iha

BIG BARCAINS

&,

EUGENIO ROMERO

for fall wear.

i

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Carter of Harlan, Kentucky, are visiting friends
here. They are registered at the Ho-j
tel Modern.
Adjutant General R. A. Ford and
Captain Brooks will go to Albuquer-- j
que next week to muster in a new
militia company.
"Miss Margaret Dalies returned
home after several weeks sojourn in
Texas, Louisiana and St. Louis."
Willard Record.
C. L. Young, a civil engineer from
Durango, Colorado, is in the city on

Op-flpr- t

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M BSRGERE,

LET US SERVE YOU

1

;

and offer a few numbers at less than cost to us.

C- -

CALL FOR PRICES

i

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Vornwood of
Tacoma, Washington, are tourists in
the city. They are registered at the

WE ARE OVER STOCKED

&

If

his customers.

See our show window for
bargains in these goods

Stripling, Burrows

hotel.

i

BEDS and SPRINGS
Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

PUMPS and WIND MILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS
ALABASTINF, Kalsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

M. V. "Williams of St. Louis, and
who represents the Graham Paper
Company, is in the city, calling on

SYRINGES
an

FOUNTAIN

FURNITURE, Mattresses
HARNESS aud SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGIES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

;

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

j!

"

FRANKLIN FLICK

G.

iw

il

j

DIRECTORS

the House.

You Furnish Ihe Girl! We Furnish

R. J. Fleming of sterling, Kansas,
is here on special business.
Mr. and Mrs. ;. R. Llewellyn are

L. Lewkowitz, a cigar salesman '
from Denver, is registered at the PalI
ace hotel.
Mount-Fred
Fornoff
of the
'
Captain
ed Police is home from an official trip'
to Corona, Lincoln county.
j
William Vaughn, of Kansas City,!
and representing a paper manufacture
ing concern, is in the city.
Miss Ruth Green of this city, who
is visiting relatives at Cerrillos, is
expected home tomorrow.
A. L. Hall, M. Schott, and M. C.
Finderkirk, all of New York City, are
registered at the Claire hofeF.
George M. Kinsell is acting as assistant postmaster at the postoffice
during the illness of Asher Miller.
Assistant Land Commissioner Mateo
Lujan left' yesterday for Tucumcari
on business in the federal land office

yoar complete satisfaction.

Santa Fe.

A. L. Morrison. Jr., is
la grippe.

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

tourists, registered at the Hotel

your business also, believirg we can serve you to

$50,000'

PERSONAL

AND

an attack of

cordial invitation is extended to yon to deposit you r f un ds with this bank to trt nsact throu gh
us whatever business you may have of a financial
nature.
Dunrg the past few months tfe have added
many new names to our list of patrons. We desire
A

Capital

SOCIAL

Fiv

PAGL'

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black

Catron Block.

78

.

wright, Eugene Harvey and John

erts;

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY &. INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

19

Does a general ABSTRACT, REAL ESTATE

1

Of! t

9fl firtft
fU,UW.W

'

(INOORPORATKD)
Catron Block, 8anta.Fe, N. M.

,OBn

and

f--'

.

INSURANCE business,

on Santa Fe Real Estate

at low rate of interest

:

:

Rob-

"Col. W. S. Hopewell, several other
officers and directors of the New Mexico Central and Receiver C. C. Murray
left yesterday for the coal fields at
Hagan where they will meet Charles
J. Lantry and the engineers who have
been going over the property with
him during the past two days. Following the inspection of the coal fields

I

HS.

KAUNE

& COMPANY

Nnol

bLAbb

HACK SERVICE

PHONE 26

' SATISFACTION

ASSURED

corrick-- s hack line

'figls

kskv

Baggies and Saddle Horses
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St, Louis Rock)

Pacific

&

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect Jdy 14, 1908.
No

1,

Miles From
lies Moines

a.
a.
a,
a.
a.
a.
a.

0
4
11
18
20
26
81
42

I'AILV.
m.
in.
m.
m.
m
m
in,
p. ra.
P. m.

00

10 12
10 35
10 50
1

05

tl
11

20

45

,2 20
!2 45

P.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p m.
p.m.
6 50 P.m.
8 15 P, m.
6 35 p.m.
I 08 p. m.
..10 p.m.
7. 23

8 30
8 50
4 15
4 46
4 55

9 I A

M
42
49

58
58
68
77

1

From
Raton

No

Milt

ION B.

Arr.
Lv. es Molnrs.
N;M.
"
' Ruraaldo,
Lv,
"
"
" iJedmaa
"
"
"
C'npullu
" Vigil
"
"
" Tboirpson
"
"
" Uvumnghara
"
"
" uiiftou Honse Junction
Arr
Arr.
N M
R4TOi
Lv.
Lv.
" Clifton House Junction "
Lv.
"
"
" Preston
"
"
" Koehler
"
"
" Koehler J not,
"
"
" Oolfax
"
"
" Oerrososo
Lv.
Arr
N. M.
CIMARRON
Arr
Lv.
" Nasfc
Lv
N. M.
"
"
" Harlan
"
"
Ute Park

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
not of apBaby's coming will be a time of rejoicing, and
used
the
is
Friend
Mother's
by
if
and
fear,
prehension
mother in preparation of the event. This is not a medi
cine to be taken internally, but a liniment to be applied to the
body, to assist nature in the necessary physical changes of the system. Mother's Friend is composed of oils and medicines which prepare the muscles and
tendons for the unusual strain, render the ligaments supple and elastic, aids in
the expanding of the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the membranes
and tissues. It lessens the pain and danger at the crisis, and assures future
health to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book, containing valuable information for expectant Mothers.

mm

Comoanj.

Railway

DAILY
6 30
16
4 55
4 35
4 25
8 55
8 30
2 55

49
4B

B

88
82
28
24
IB
7

I

0

iX

12 25
05
40
06
15
U0 15
9 43
12
11
11
11

7
18
28

20
88
41

21

ni.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m
m,
p.m.
P m
p. m.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

p.m.
a.

m.

a' ru.
a. m
a. m

THE BRADFELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.

HOTEUVRRIVALS
Palace.
L. C Allen, City; S. C. Moxce, Sidney. Ohio; W. V. "Williams, St. Louis;
R. E. Curry,
C. L. Young, Durango;
L. Lewkowitz, Denver; F. F. R. Eben-ing- ,
St. Louis; R. J. Fleming, Sterling, Kas.
Claire.
E. W. Seares, Denver; A. R. Morrison, Portland; John Bingham, Kansas City; A. L. Hall, M. Schott, M. C.
Findekirk, Xew York City; James
King, Telluride; Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Vornwood, Tacoma.
Modern.
B. G. Wray, Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
John B. Carter, Harlan, Ky.; F. S.
Scott, St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
Sleively, Stockton, Ca.; C. A. Arz-dorDenver.
Coronado.
Mr. and
B. F. Hokinson, Japan;
Mrs. Fred Urland. Mr. and Mrs. Louis
E. Urland, City; C. F. Muller, Cer
rillos; H. C. Peterson, Irene, S. D.;
J. H. Smith, H. W. Wheeler.

IS. C. T. 0. NOTES.

SATURDAY, JANUARY
to the destruction of the American republic.
Will you imagine a hand swooping
irt-T- i
t!nit ovprv spmnd dav
and night, and seizing money from the
American people. Xow it snatches
workingman's pay envelope and
leaves him penniless; now it falls on
the little hoard of the housewife andfamilv tr. fnoo stnrvat finiQO,rQc Yi
now it is in the till of the small trader, again and again until he faces
bankruptcy; now it has snatched the
surplus of the rich and he grows poor.
For the hand takes and never gives;
not one dollar of return comes to any
from whom it gathers its toil. Seven
times every SECOXD it ceizes Ten
shining dollars each time, from the
American people. Each , MIXUTE it
robs 420 people, and $4,200 have gone
into the till of the gin miller, without return. This process goes on every day and every night, with ceaseless regularity.
THIS is the liquor traffic robbing
the American people.

15,

1910.

have Buffered with ile3 for tllirtv.
8ix years. One year ago last April I be-tgan taking Cascarets for constipation. In
the course of a week I noticed the piles
and at the end of si
tegan to disappear
iPAAlf fl than - 4
.11
"u- - irouuie me at ail.
Cascarets have done wonders for me. I
am entirely cured and .feel like a rew
man." ' George Kryder, Napoleon, O.
A.

1

1

1

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gii,;.
10c,25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The aniline tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.

TEXAS CATTLEMEN ARE
HAPPY FOR ONCE.

Pastures and

Ranges in Splendid
Condition Having the Best
Grass in Years.

San Antonio, Texas, cran. 13. Owing
to the splendid condition of its pastures, Southwest Texas will have a
great deal of fine beef cattle to offer
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
to the market in a short time. The
fine rains that have fallen during the
winter have provided the best stand
"Billy Mack" formerly of Jack
ranchMastodon Minstrels and a clev- of grass for many years and
to
their
be
able
men
will
fatten
up
er dancer and impersonator who has
been heard at the Elks theater this cattle without shipping them to the
lands of Oklahoma or the northweek, has formed a trio with thf grass
ern
of the state.
parts
will
and
Birch
and Lartigue
Misses
travel with them on a big circuit. The
stomach
For indigestion ana
trio will probably play to houses here
to troubles take Foley's Orino Laxative.
all next week and then proceed
Las Vegas. After filling an engage- It is the natural remedy for indigesbad
dyspepsia,
heartburn,
ment there they will go on the Sulli- tion,
van and Consadine circuit touring the breath, sick headache, torpid liver,
biliousness and habitual constipation.
Pacific coast.
The Elks theater was crowded at Foley's Orino Laxative sweetens the
last night's performance and Misses stomach and breath, and tones up the
Burch and Lartigue created a furore. entire alimentary system. Sold by all
Mr. Mack made a hit too, with hU druggists.
story telling and his dances showed

"That License Money."
"mote" which in the eye of
That
7 50
7 40
50
88
voter
the
prevents him from seeing
7 25 a. in,
68
89
p. m.
7 00 a. m
69
the "beam" descending on his own
J. 45 p. m.
94
head. That pitiful few thousand in
city or county treasury that closes
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train Xo. 124 arriving in Dawson N.
losses in
his eyes to the endless
m.
M., 6:15 p.
conviction
and
court
support
costs,
X.
M.,
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson,
of criminals, extra officials and the
8.53 a. m.
never ceasing drainage of manye from
Stage for Van Houten, X. M., meets trains at Preston, X. M.
town and state into the coffers of
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
eastern brewers and distillers with abSOUTH BOUXD:
XORTH BOUXD:
solutely nothing left behind in comXo. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Xo. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
pensation for the loss of the money,
m.
m.
Xo.
Xo. 7, 8:12 p.
2, 7:05 p.
but crime, poverty and misery.
Track connection with A., T. & S. V. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
&
'c S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax,
"High or Low License"
X. M., and Cimarron
are not questions that should occuXorthwestern Ry. at Cimarron, X. M.
py the attention of the honest, intelCimarron, X. M., is depot for the following points in Xew Mexico: Ocate,
ligent voter, but "are saloons detriItayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
mental to the welfare of the people?"
(Jie Park, X. M., is depot for following points in Xew Mexico: Arroyo
If they are, no money consideration
Lobo,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
has any right to figure in the matter.
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
If the liquor traffic is a good, legiti the artist.
TIME TABLE OF
W. A. GORMAN.
P. J, DEDIWAtt,'
(J. van HOUTEN;
mate business, giving fair returns for
There will be an entire change of
LOCAL TRAINS
the money taken from the people, con- pictures tomorrow night. The proSuperintendem, V. Drcs. and Gen Mgr. Gen Pass- - Agent SPRINGER WILL HAVE NON
to their well being,
then gram is as follows: Top Heavy Mary;
N M
tributing
N.
H.
RATON
RATON.
N.M.
RATON,
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
PARTISAN TICKET. you have no right to impose any high- In a Pickle; Burglars in a Trunk;
er rate of occupation tax than you do Montibanks Match Case. This is a
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
m.
If very good bill and will please all.
snap Newly Incorporated Town Eliminates on other legitimate businesses.
ESSKSES3SE3S
busia
arrives from the north at 4
Train
is
NOT
it
Municione
good, legitimate
Remember
Politics From Its First
show, starting promptness; does not give a fair return for ly at eight o'clock. Doors open at . m.
pal Election.
tne money and is a menace to the wel 7:15, so be on time if you want a
New Mexico Central.
fare of the people, then it should g00d seat as the house may be pack- of
Xew
the
(Special Correspondence
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
be suppressed at once. To take mon-- ed.
Mexican.)
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
to allow sucn a business to prey
Springer, X. M., Jan.- - 5. At a ey
on
is
bribe
the
simply
taking
or
people
Stomach.
Hem
If your
mass meeting of the voters of the
Kidneys
Santa Fe Railroad.
to allow an evil to exist. If a are weak, try at least, a few doses of
newly incorporated town of Springer money
liSanta
Fe 8:25 to connect
Leave
a
bribe
takes
money
(exacts
city
five
or
In
ten
Dr. Snoop's Restorative.
held last night in the offices of Dr.
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and
and
T.npU-will
oliminntpi-- nnd a cense) to allow an evil to exist
result
the
nnlitips
surprise
only,
days
fining and you. A few cents will cover the cost. west, and No. 3 from the east at La: ;
citizens' ticket was nominated for theSrow in Us mids,t
I'inction.
election to be held February 8th as
And here is why help comes so quick
ALL STATIONS IN NEW
ural than officials should follow suit,
Arrives at santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Stomfollows:
ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the
to
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
offenders
allow
to
and
bribes
take
MEXICO also ALAMOSA,
For mayor, C. F. Hortenstein; clerk,
ach, nor stimulate the Heart, or Kid- with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
law.
evade
the
the
prin,
Potentially
DURA!s-GOJ.
one
D.
trustees
and
for
ANTONITO
Devine;
Dr. Snoop's Restorative goes
year,
WRONG-- . neys.
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
J. M. Alldredge, and H. C. Abbott; ciple is the same and it is
to the weak and failing vith 7 and 9 from the east
COLO, to
directly
to
run
saloons
for
the
and 4 and
Allowing
for trustees, two years, George Warnerve. When these nerves fail, the S from the west. Arrives 11:10
not
is
sake
of
the
license
good
money
p. m.
der, and S. Locke.
depending organs must of necessity
financialThe business element of Springer business, and does not pay
falter. This plain, yet vital truth,
was particularly well represented, and ly. These are proven facts of which any
clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's Restorais
one
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
There
can
themselves.
avail
the best man regardless of party,
!
tive is so universally successful. Its
on
tax
not
an
instance
record where
were selected for Springer's first set
and success is leading druggists everyMASONIC."
of officers. There will probably be no rates have not been lowered
where to give it universal preference.
sawhere
values
increased
ACCOUNT
opposing ticket, as the above seems property
Sold
A
test will surely tell.
by
Montezuma Lodge No
to be satisfactory to everyone except loons have been closed. And that in Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
spite of the fact that we are hamp1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-the saloons.
inThe Abbott block, on the corner of ered in prohibition territory by
NEW TRAIN IS
commerce
interstate
laws,
first Monday of eaci
Third and Cimarron avenue, is near-in- g adequate
jjfe (rk
NINETEEN MINUTES LATE.
ef
and
and
a
determined
organized
month a Masonic hall
The corner room
completion.
SELLING
fort made by saloon interests to diswhich
be
will
the
bank,
by
occupied
DATES
Fe's East Bound Tourist ExF. P. CHRICHTON,
will probably be ready for occupancy credit and disobey all local laws. Santa
f
Train Makes Its First Run
all these disadvantages prohiUnder
press
the first of the month.
by
Worshipful Master..
Across Continent.
bition has always been a great imPINAL LIMIT JANUARY
On the opposite corner south, the
R. McCORD, Secretary.
ALAN
new store building of J. Appel & Co., provement in every way.
For further Information Call on or Write
PROHIBITION is not a backward
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 15.
is almost completed, and these two
R. A. M.
Regular
Fe east bound train No. 2, from
is not retrograding, as
it
P.
F.
A.
T.
movement,
D.
W.
or
H.
SHEA,
McBRIDE,
Agent,
Fe Chapter No. 1.
J,
buildings with their cement block it would
Los Angeles to Chicago, the new tour
is
it
if
but
be,
vocation second Monday of
SANTA FE. N. M.
fronts, together with other improve- a
rapidly advancing and augmented ist express, passed through Albuquer
ments going on, makes Springer look movement.
each month at Masonic
a
g$
This is simply a financial que yesterday afternoon on its first
like a "live one."
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
view of the license system.
If you run across the continent, arriving
g. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
look at the value of human life and here at 4:24, or 19 minutes late. The
KIND OF STUFF THAT
as compared with a few new train consisted of a mail car, ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
character
SOME MEN DRINK.
paltry dollars, it seems impossible baggase car and five tourists, and
Santa Fe Commandery No.
a
Christian and en- carried quite a few passengers. Con
that
i Neutral
1, K. T.
Spirits Flavored With Tobac lightened nation would hesitate in a ductor Barney, a veteran coast lines
Regular conclave
co Sold for Whisky in Lone
In ' each
fourth
Monday
decision.
trainman brought the train into AlbuHall at
Masonic
Star State.
at
month,
The American people revolted at querque, and Roadmaster Oscar Gam.
7:30
p.
the idea of buying and selling human briel was a passenger over his disSan Antonio, Texas, Jan. 15. R. H.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
beings because they were a dark and trict, riding from Gallup to Albuquer- W. E.
Recorder.
Hoffman, assistant pure food commisGRIFFIN,
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
these same Amer- que.
sioner of the state of Texas, has helpless people, yet
was
new
late
The
of
train
yes
icans
the
sell
their
in
New
slightly
helpless
safety
Douglas, and all Points
thrown a bomb in the camp of local
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
children; sell their right to a fair, terday because of the fact that it had 14th
liquor interests by seizing a large
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and
degree. Ancient and Accepted
untempted chance in life; for money, suffered several delays after leaving
quantity of rectified whisky on the open before their feet a broad and Los Angeles, due for the most part on Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
ground that according to Texas law
road into a worse bondage account of the employes being unac on the third Monday of each month
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
it was not whisky at all. Some of enticing
7:30 o'clock ' in the evening in
that of the black slave; for a customed to the new schedule. Every at
the whisky confiscated is said by Mr. than
Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza,
little money in the public, treasury, effort will be made to have the train
&
Hoffman to consist of little else than
cordoom their sons to a drunkard's hell. arrive and depart on time hereafter, Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
neutral spirits and a compound of toinvited
to
attend.
dially
Saloons cannot run without BOYS, arriving at 4:05 and leaving at 4:30.
bacco giving it color and flavor. He
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
cannot exist without drunkards, are
also confiscated a quantity of "cut"
Venerable Master.
followed with a long list of blackest
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
or rectified whisky which according
and exact a toll on human life any case of kidney or bladder trouble HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
crimes
to the recent ruling of President Taft
Secretary.
greater than all the wars, accidents that is not beyond the reach of medi
would have enjoyed immunity.
and diseases combined have ever cine. It invigorates the entire sys
B. P. O. E.
Nearly 10,000 cans of peas colored done.
tern and strengthens the kidneys so
For Rites and full information address
with copper and traveling under a
Fe
No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Santa
Lodge
must look with pitying they eliminate the impurities from the
The
French incognito were also seized and wonder angels
on the doings of the people blood. Backache, rheumatism, kidney holds Its regular session on the secFOX,
a large number of druggists, grocers
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
of this sorrowful world.
and bladder troubles are all cured
and bakers will have to pay fines for
A.
"Will you imagine some monster Dy this great medicine. Commence month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP,
keeping adulterated articles on their rapid-fir- e
gun, bombarding the homes taking at once and avoid Bright's DisEl Paso Texas.
Exalted Ruler.
premises and giving short weights.
of the American people, throwing bar-- ease and Diabetes. Sold by all drug- J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
or
snot and shell, gists.
rels of beer instead
FOUR THOUSAND CARS
The gun is fired twice every second
OF ONIONS SHIPPED. of
Knights of Pythias.
every minute of every hour of ev ALBUQUERQUE 2,000 FEET
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
oi me year, excepi. ouiiuays.
uay
ery
LOWER THAN SANTA FE Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 15. It is Twice
every second a barrel of beer,
Albuqueraue N. M.f Jan. is.-- Alb
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
confidently expected that the onion wiiu an ilo iiuiucuugiii. aiiu mau- more than Tuesdays
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitcrop of Southwest Texas in 1910 will scathe, crashes into America homes. querque lacks only a little
thousand feet of being a mile ing Knight's invited to attend.
reach a total of 2,200,000 crates. Of And even this tremendous bombard- - two
Troutman
hio-VormviUnf tn a rpnnrt. reopntlv
one-halor
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& Company who have a real
NO CHANGE IN LAND PROVISOS. ification Is the basis on which the salestate and insurance office at 119 San
ary of the county superintendent is
Francisco street "where the old Santa
fixed and you will note that 1m no
(Continued from Page One)
PHONE
Fe 'trail' ends and the Greater Santa
(Continued From Page Five.)
event shall the salary of the county
MARKET
NO. 92.
MO- - 92.
a Fe 'trail' begins."
the
the purchases made for the schools. superintendent exceed
Mrs. Matilda Core Stevenson,
U. S. Bank Ad Attention is called This provision in no sence, however, total amount of money collected in
noted ethnologist is in the city and
has been entertained by several to the change of advertisement of the implies that the county superintend- any county from the tax levy for genfriends. Mrs. Stevenson has a ranch United States Bank and Trust Com- ent ma yact as agent for a school sup- eral school purposes in any year. I
A
On the contrary you now have on file reports of the county
in the Espanola valley but will leave pany which invites the public to de- - ply company.
. for Washington
February t. While in posit funds with it. Since Mr. Flick will find a provision in the latter part superintendents as to the number of
Mrs. Stevenson will edit has been made president of the bank of this section specifying that all per- school rooms in session during the
j Washington
a book she lias written and which is (the list of depositors has been large- - sons identified in an official capacity year 1909 and I am ready to certi- said to be tiie only complete work of.y increased and the sum of deposits with the public schools are prohibited fy to the board of county commission- nas rjSen many thousands of dollars. from being a party directly or indi-- ; ers the classification of the counties,
its kind written by one woman.
Granted Chief
Divorce
Justice rectlv to any contract for which pub- - thus fixing the salary of the countv su-The members of the i ltteen CluD
Mills in district court at Las Vegas j uc school money is to be used in con-- perintendent, but before I can take
afternoon . j yesterday granted a divorce in the nprtinn with the operation t r mainte- - final action in this case I shall nepri a
of Mrs Weltmer Friday
the
hospitali-- . case of Pasquale Sacoman vs. Corinne nanCe 0f such public school.
Several guests enjoyed
Some certified statement from your office as
y oi tne ciuo.
ine in hi numon oi fcacoman, on me grounds ot desertion, county superintendents have said to the total amount of money collect- the program was a paper "The Essay The wife is the daughter of William that since there is no penal clause at-- ; ea in your county during the past year
and Some Favorite Essayists of the T. West at Belen, and the husband tached to this particular section the from the tax levy for general school
Present Time," by Miss Massie. One is employed in the territorial insane
provision is null and void. To this purposes for that year. Please note
of F. Hopkin Smith's short stories en- asylum. The couple was marrieed in
statement I would answer that Sec- - that this expression "Tax Levy for
titled "Miss Jennings Companion" 190S.
tion 12, Chapter 121, Laws of 1909, General School Purposes" is interpret-founMr. Wagner's Address
read by Mrs. Jaffa, and "Current
The learn- on Pake 250, of the recent com- - ed to mean the territorial three mill
Events" by the cluo, concluded tne ed and interestins address of John P.
pilation of school laws covers this levy made by the territorial auditor,
program. The next meeting will be yvagner delivered before the Santa F3 case and
the recepits from which will be availmany others.
guest day when the club and its Eoa!.d of Trade last night will be pub- No doubt, you have received a copy able for the payment of the salary of
nome
uests will be entertained at tne
lished in full ln the Santa Fe XeW of
PHONE
HAYWARD'S MARKET PHONE
the program for the meeting of the the county superintendent and not
of Mrs. Walter.
NO. 92.
Mexican Mondav afternoon.
The adNO. 92.
of superintendents at In- - the Special levies made by the various
dpnartment
adwho
Civil Engineer Jay Turley,
dress deals with the future of Santa
March 1st, 2nd, 3rd and school districts, all of the receipts
on
dressed the Board of Trade last even Fe and covers eight typewritten dianapoli3
woul(1 call your atten- - from which are placed to the credit
j
4th)
1m
his
for
forenoon
home.
ing, left this
past's.
tne
t0
tjon
subjects which are to be of the respective districts and none
at Turley, San Juan county, after
Train Report The Santa Fe trains discussed in the round-tablof coun- - of which are available for the pay- Fe
in
weeks
Santa
several
spending
1
are
Section
as
follows:
Wednes-o- f ment of salary of the county superinheld
be
to
reported
ty superintendents
arranging for the development of that
Xo. 3 at Lamy 3 p. m.; Section 2 dav afternoon. March 2nd:
tendent.
beautiful and rich corner of New or
ao. o, a.i ijamy 6.10 p. in. tsoin are
The Necessary One Room School.
Thanking you in advance for atten- Mexico in which he makes his home.
here about 5 p. m. Section When Necessary; What it Should tion to this request at your earliest
He was quite successful in interesting expected
1 of Xo. 1, at 5:40; Section 2 of No.
convenience, I am.
Do: How Do It.
New York, Chicago and other capital 1
at 6:10; No. 7, at 10:30; No. 8 at
Yours very respectfully,
Consolidated Schools: Advantages;
while here and it is now certain that
and Nos. 2, 4 and S on time.
J. E. CLARK,
How Obtainable.
Obstacles;
the great irrigation projects on which 11::;0,
& Rio Grande trains and
Education in the Consol- Territorial Superintendent Public
he is working will be built without The Denver
Industrial
refurther delay. Mr. Turley was a the Newon Mexico Central train are
idated School: Kind and Scope; One
time.
ported
former resident of Santa Fe and was
Room School; Kind and Scope.
Masons Install Officers Santa Fe
astonished at the progress the
Teachers for County School: Kind EL PASO RAILROADER
No. j., Royal Arch Masons,
Chapter
' COMMITS SUICIDE.
made the past few years. He preto Secure Them.
off- Wanted; How
dicts that if Santa j. e people quit recently installed the following S. G.
Unit
Schools:
Supervisors of Couny
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 15. Securing
their political and other bickerings icers for the Masonic year:
of Supervision; Supervisors of SpecH.
John
High
Priest;
a
Colt's 38 caliber revolver, which
and get together for a Greater Santa Cartwright,
ReThe
Chas. A. Wheelon, ial Subjects; What Subjects;
been taken from him by county
had
Fe, that the Capital will yet surpass Walker, King;
to
Superlation
of
Special Supervisor
S.
officers
three weeks ago, James Edall other towns of the Southwest in Scribe; H. F. Stephens, C. of H.;
Spitz, R. A. C; Chas. W. Fairfield, intendents.
size and prosperity.
ward Hickey, a former Texas and PaP. S.; C. J. Crandall, M. 1st V.; Alan
There will be several city superin- cific
freight conductor, 51 years of
R. McCord, M. of 2d V.; H. H.
tendents from New Hexico in attend- age, committed
suicide yesterday by
M. of 3d V.; H. B. Cartwright,' ance upon this meeting at Indianapoa bullet through his brain. He
sending
Treasurer; Arthur Seligman, Secretary; lis and if any of the county superin- is survived by a 16 year old son,
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT IS FIRST
Frederick Muller, Sentinel.
tendents can make arrangements to Frank, who is emnloved as a machin- (Continued Prom Page "f wo.)
OP BREAD, PIES.
Unsuccessful Elopment Starts Feud attend this meeting I am confident ist
apprentice at the T. & P. shops
CAKE, COOKIES, WAFERS etc. ON HAND
Justice Garcia Hi Justice Jose Ma.
Seferino Baca of Sapello, San Mi- that they will return to their work in this
city Hlckey nad Deen drink-AT ALL TIMES. AND WE WILL FILL
Garcia is confined to his home with guel county, has sworn out a warrant with an abundance
ot entnusiasm mg heavily.
YOU ORDER FOR ANYTHING S FECIAL
an attack of grip. The justice is un- for the arrest of Jose Albino Lucero and with new ideas as to school order a physician's care, and it is hoped on the charge of carrying a deadly ganization and school administration.
The New Mexican Printing Comhe will be able to get out next week. weapon. The affair arose out of the
Yours Very respectfully,
has on hand a large supply ot
pany
Succumbed to Paralysis Miss Alice attempted elopement of Adon Salazar
J. E. CLARK,
and tablets suitable for school
pads
Las
was
of
at
died
which
and
Lucero
Simona
Miss
paralyVegas
Francis,
Territorial Superintendent Public In- work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Phone N.O 4.
F.
sis. She was aged 54 years and came, frustrated by the refusal of the mag
struction.
and merchants; good everywhere. Wo
to New Mexico six months ago from istrate to perform the marriage cereto County Treasurers. will sell them at 5 eents in book form.
Letter
Circular
Sturgis, Michigan.
mony .as the intended bride was too
Gentlemen: Section 21, Chapter 97,
Threatened to Kill Several People young. Since then, feeling has run
of 1907. requires that the terriLaws
A
at
TAKE JOY RIDE ON
Las high at Sapello and especially against
Jose Florencio was arrested
torial
superintendent of public instruc- - IaTO-NIGH- T
Vegas on the charge of threatening Baca, cousin of Lucero, who is said to
The Health
to kill several people at La Cueva. He have assisted the young people to tino shall classify all counties of the
in this
stabbing elope. Lucero is accused of stationing territory on the basis provided
AT OO RIlOVA'S ON GALISTKO STREET was arrested last fall for
first
or
before
on
the
day of
section
&
Manzanares
mills
armed
Goke
but successfully himself near the
Miguel
Prof. FLAVIO STLVA Proprietor
shall
each
and
of
certify
year
with 'a Winchester, and threatening to January
pleaded self defense.
5c A Ride 5c.
Telephone No 14b Red
Watson and Company Attention kill Baca, his granddaughter and Sa- the same to the board of county comay
7 to 9 p. m.
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
missioners of each county. This class- is called to the advertisement of O. C. lazar.
Sunday 1 to 9 p. in.
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Ladies Gat JB&titS
h Off

Made-to-Meastt- 2e

THE
STORE OF
QUALITY

The American Ladies' Tailoring Co., Chicago,
authorizes us- - as their local agentsto make
this January announcement.
We have their mammoth Fashion Portfolio, showing in colors all the cream of the Fall
and Winter Styles. And we have samples
of 180 of the very most popular fabrics.
We will have any garment, in any fabric,
made to your individual measure. And we
will give you a discount of 20 percent from
the marvelously low prices we have been
quoting all season.
THINK WHAT THIS MEANS
As most of you know, we have been selling these garments, made

to individual measure, at but little more than ready-madprices
We have taken your measurements, and have had the garments
made to fit your figure, style and individuality.
effects the highest class
We have given you all the man-tailutmost in style perfection in fit. All this at half
workmanship-tb- e
the usual ladies' tailor prices.
fabrics-sawor k
Now we offer you the same garments-sah
less than before.
manship and fi- t- at
We want all of you who prize the utmost in dress to take advantage of this opportunity.
e

--

or

me

me

one-fift-

NATHAN

THE

STOKE OF
QUALITY

TWO GUARANTEES
On every garment

suit, coat or skirt we will give you two

guarantees.

First, we guarantee absolute satisfaction. If the garment is not
right-n- ot
perfect in fit not all you expect in a tailor-mad- e
need not accept it.
Then we guarantee delivery within two weeks. If we fail by a
single day we w.ll forfeit an extra ten per cent. The usual delivery
will be made within ten days,
--

gar-ment-y-

ou

TWO SEASONS' WEAR
These garments are made for at least two seasons' wear.
High-grad- e
materials are used throughout, and the work is all
done by hand.
So this means a chance to get tailor-mad- e
garments, good
h
for
less
than
lowest prices at
the
or
for two seasons
more,
which such garments have ever been sold- one-fift-

SUIT FOR $24
A $20 MADE TO MEASURE COAT FOR $16
SKIRT FOR $ 8
A $10
A $30

MADE-TO-MEASUR-

E

MADE-TO-MEASU-

Every other price some higher and some lower-- is reduced
in proportion.
This offer is apt to be quickly withdrawn by the
American Ladies' Tailoring Co, because of loo many
orders. To avoid disappointment, please come at once.

A L M. O N

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

